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Inclining Experiment 

Laboratory Version 

 

1. Experiment Goal and Objectives 

 The goal of an inclining experiment is to deeply comprehend the stability of a ship through conducing 
a stability test on a ship model. In order to achieve this goal, the following objectives are expected to be 
completed. 

- To be capable of calculating the displacements of a ship model at various conditions 
- To have capability of estimating the center of buoyancy and the second moment of area of a 

ship model 
- To be able to find the metacentric height of a ship model at various conditions 
- To have ability to determine the center of gravity of a ship model at various conditions 

2. Experiment Equipment 

2.1 An NA 8-16 model 

An NA 8-16 model is a box-like barge model as shown in Figure 1 with the top view demonstrated in 
Figure 1. The model comes with the length of 2,200 mm, the breadth of 400 mm and the height of 250 mm. 
The model is separated into 5 compartments lengthwise. Furthermore, Compartment No.2 and No.3 are 
transversely divided into two sections resulting in Port section and Starboard section. 

 

Figure 1 an NA 8-16 model in the basin 
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Figure 2 the top view of an NA 8-16 model 

 2.2 Weights 

In this experiment, there are two types of weights: ballast weights and inclining weights. Ballast weights 
are used as the deadweight of the model. Each ballast weight is of 4.880 kg with its dimensions of 250 mm in 
length, 100 mm in width and 25 mm in height. The figure of ballast weights are shown in Figure 3. This 
experiment requires 6 ballast weights. While the implementation of ballast weight is similar to the deadweight, 
of a ship, inclining weights are physically supposed to incline the model. An inclining weight weighs 200 g or 0.2 
kg. The shape of an inclining weight is illustrated in Figure 4. To conduct this experiment, 14 inclining weights 
are required. 

 

Figure 3 Ballast weights 
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Figure 4 Inclining weights 

 2.3 Clinometer 

 A clinometer or an inclinometer is an instrument to measure angles of slope. Therefore, a clinometer 
is essential for the inclining experiment. A ‘Digital Protractor Pro 3600’ clinometer is applied to this experiment 
and shown in Figure 4. There are 3 main buttons on this device. The first button is an ‘On/Off’ bottom to turn 
on or turn off the device. The second one is a ‘Set Zero’ button. This button is for setting the instant angle to 
be zero even such an angle is not literally zero. This button is very useful in case of measuring the difference 
between two angles. The last button is a ‘Hold’ button. This button is beneficial for recording an angle value. 
In other words, as a ‘Hold’ button is pushed, the angle value at instant time is hold still even though the 
measured body is shaking. 

 

Figure 4 a ‘Digital Protractor Pro 3600’ clinometer 
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3. Inclining Experiment 

 This inclining experiment is separated into 3 phrases. The first phrase deals with a loaded displacement, 
a lightship displacement with an addition of ballast weights. In the second phrase, the model with a loaded 
displacement is inclined by the movement of a ballast weight. All ballast weights are taken off the model in 
the last phrase resulting in a lightship displacement. In all these phrases, the stability characteristics of the 
model such as metacentric heights and the centers of gravity are determined. 

 3.1 Phrase 1: Loaded Displacement 

  3.1.1 Experiment Setup 

   3.1.1.1 Place the clinometer on the bulkhead deck at Compartment no.0 and fasten 
the screws at the compartment to make sure that the clinometer is hold still. 

   3.1.1.2 Place two 4.880-kg ballast weights in the center of Compartment no.1 and 
place two 4.880-kg ballast weights in the center of Compartment no.5 

   3.1.1.3 Place one 4.880-kg ballast weight in the center of Compartment no.3 on the 
port side and place one 4.880-kg ballast weight in the center of Compartment no.3 on the starboard side 

   3.1.1.4 Place 7 200-g inclining weights on the bulkhead deck around amidship for each 
side of the model 

   3.1.1.5 Turn on the clinometer and set zero 

  3.1.2 Experiment Procedure 

   3.1.2.1 Measure the forward and after draft and calculate the mean draft and the 
displacement of the model. (Note: In this experiment, the value of block coefficient is equal to 1 due to a 
rectangular-box shape of the underwater hull.) 

    Forward Draft:    mm 
    After Draft:    mm 
    Mean Draft:   mm 
    Displacement:   kg 

   3.1.2.2 Calculate KB and BM 

    KB:     mm 
    BM:    mm 

3.1.2.3 Move 2 inclining weights from port to starboard and record the data as given 
in Table 1. After that, move other 2 inclining weights from port to starboard and write the data in Movement 2. 
Finally, move 2 more inclining weights from port to starboard ( now there is only one inclining weight on the 
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port side)  and pen the data in Table 1. It is noted that inclining moment in Table 1 comes with the unit of 
kg.mm (not N.mm) for the convenience in the calculation. 

Table 1 the stability data for the inclining experiment with a loaded displacement 

Movement 
(1) 

Total Inclining 
Weight Moved (kg) 

(2) 
Distance 

(mm) 

(3) = (1) x (2) 
Inclining Moment 

(kg.mm) 

(4) 
Inclining Angle 

(Degree) 

(5) = tan (4) 
Tangent of 

Inclining Angle (-) 

1      
2      
3      

3.1.2.4 Calculate GM for each movement and then determine the average GM 

    GM for the 1st movement:    mm 
    GM for the 2nd movement:    mm 
    GM for the 3rd movement:    mm 
    Average GM:   mm 

   3.1.2.5 Calculate the center of gravity (KG) of the model in the consideration of a 
loaded displacement (KG = KB + BM - GM) 

    KG:    mm 

 3.2 Phrase 2: Loaded Displacement with Inclining Condition 

  3.2.0 Pre-experiment Questions 

  In this phrase, the loaded model will be inclined by moving a ballast weight. Do you think that 
GM and KG will be changed or not? If yes, these values will be increased or decreased? 

  Answer: 

3.2.1 Experiment Setup 

   3.2.1.1 Move 6 200-g inclining weights which were moved from port to starboard in 
the previous phrase back to the port side 

3.2.1.2 Turn on the clinometer and set zero 

3.2.1.3 Move the 4.880-g ballast weight in the Compartment no.3 on port side to the 
starboard side 

  3.2.2 Experiment Procedure 
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   3.2.2.1 Measure the forward and after draft and calculate the mean draft and the 
displacement of the model. In this phrase, the forward and after draft should be measured at both port and 
starboard. (Note: the displacement is supposed to be about the same as one in the previous phrase because 
there are no weights taken off the model.) Furthermore, measure a list angle. (Note: a ship is said to be listed 
when it is inclined by forces within the ship like shifting a weight transversely within the ship, while a ship is 
said to be heeled when it is inclined by an external forced such as waves and wind. Consequently, List is a 
fixed angle of Heel.) 

    Mean Forward Draft:    mm 
    Mean After Draft:    mm 
    Overall Mean Draft:   mm 
    Displacement:         kg 
    List:    Degree 

   3.2.2.2 Calculate KB and BM with the assumption of a small inclining angle leading to 
the same values of KB and BM from previous phrase 

    KB:     mm 
    BM:    mm 

3.2.2.3 Similar to the previous phrase, move 2 inclining weights from port to starboard 
and put the data as given in Table 2. Afterwards, move other 2 inclining weights from port to starboard and 
record the data in Movement 2. Finally, move 2 further inclining weights from port to starboard and write the 
data in Table 2. 

Table 2 the stability data for the inclining experiment with a loaded displacement and the inclining condition 

Movement 
(1) 

Total Inclining 
Weight Moved (kg) 

(2) 
Distance 

(mm) 

(3) = (1) x (2) 
Inclining Moment 

(N.mm) 

(4) 
Inclining Angle 

(Degree) 

(5) = tan (4) 
Tangent of 

Inclining Angle (-) 

1      
2      
3      

3.2.2.4 Calculate GM for each movement and then determine the average GM 

    GM for the 1st movement:    mm 
    GM for the 2nd movement:    mm 
    GM for the 3rd movement:    mm 
    Average GM:   mm 
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   3.2.2.5 Calculate the center of gravity (KG) of the model in the consideration of a 
loaded displacement and inclining condition 

    KG:    mm 

  3.2.3 Post-experiment Question 

  Now, you know the values of GM and KG in the inclining condition. Is your prediction right? 

  Answer: 

 3.3 Phrase 3: Lightship Displacement 

3.3.0 Pre-experiment Question 

  In this phrase, all ballast weights will be taken off the model. Are GM and KG reduced in the 
comparison of both from the Phrase 1? 

  Answer: 

3.3.1 Experiment Setup 

   3.3.1.1 Move 6 200-g inclining weights which were moved from port to starboard back 
to the port side 

3.3.1.2 Move all ballast weights off the model 

3.3.1.3 Turn on the clinometer and set zero 

  3.3.2 Experiment Procedure 

   3.3.2.1 Measure the forward and after draft and calculate the mean draft and the 
displacement of the model. (As all ballast weight are taken off, the displacement of the model should be a 
lightship displacement. Consequently, lightship displacement = loaded displacement - all ballast weight) 

    Forward Draft:    mm 
    After Draft:    mm 
    Mean Draft:   mm 
    Displacement:   kg 

   3.3.2.2 Calculate KB and BM  

    KB:     mm 
    BM:    mm 

3.3.2.3 Similar to the previous phrases, move 2 inclining weights from port to starboard 
and record the data as given in Table 3. After that, move other 2 inclining weights from port to starboard and 
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record the data as Movement 2. Finally, move 2 more inclining weights from port to starboard and record in 
the Movement 3 row of Table 3. 

Table 3 the stability data for the inclining experiment with a lightship displacement 

Movement 
(1) 

Total Inclining 
Weight Moved (kg) 

(2) 
Distance 

(mm) 

(3) = (1) x (2) 
Inclining Moment 

(kg.mm) 

(4) 
Inclining Angle 

(Degree) 

(5) = tan (4) 
Tangent of 

Inclining Angle (-) 

1      
2      
3      

3.2.2.4 Calculate GM for each movement and then determine the average GM 

    GM for the 1st movement:    mm 
    GM for the 2nd movement:    mm 
    GM for the 3rd movement:    mm 
    Average GM:   mm 

   3.3.2.5 Calculate the center of gravity (KG) of the model in the consideration of a 
loaded displacement and inclining condition 

    KG:    mm 

  3.3.3 Post-experiment Question 

  The values of GM and KG of the model with a lightship displacement are finally obtained. Is 
your expectation correct? 

  Answer: 

4. Experiment Discussion and Conclusion 

 


